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Modeling the Impact of Technology Transition on Ship Operational Capabilities
SimVentions has substantial expertise and capabilities in a wide range of technologies built by providing advanced development and solution-based application services to the government. Our InformeDB technology is an enterprise solution moving programs from document centric to data centric collaboration, offering improved methods and tools to optimize platform lifecycle management. Understanding the complete system of systems integration issues and coupling it with the other key challenges of a program's tradeoff decisions is critical in proactively aligning and coordinate numerous new capabilities from the R&D through shipboard integration. Stakeholders can now manage, track, report and visualize dependencies based on a real-time authoritative data. SimVentions seeks relationships with defense program offices and primes for application of Informedb to Projects and Programs of Record.

Technology Category Alignment:
Human Computer Interfaces (HCI) for Decision Making
Information Collection/Management
Synthesis/Analytics/Decision Tools
Maintainability/Sustainability
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WHAT
Operational Need and Improvement: InformeDB is an enterprise solution moving programs from document-centric to data-centric collaboration, offering improved methods and tools to optimize platform lifecycle management. Understanding the complete system of systems integration issues and coupling it with the other key challenges of a program’s tradeoff decisions is critical in proactively aligning and coordinate numerous new capabilities from the R&D through shipboard integration. Stakeholders can now manage, track, report and visualize dependencies based on a real-time authoritative data.

Specifications Required: With the expected service life of U.S. Navy ships is 30 to 50 years and beyond, NAVSEA needs creative and innovative approaches to Total Ownership Costs (TOC). SimVentions’ InformeDB technology helps the engineering community to proactively align and coordinate numerous new capabilities from the Research and Development (R&D) stage through shipboard integration to meet operational needs. InformeDB enables TOC reduction and program cost savings by also providing the basis for better communication and analysis.

Technology Developed: Historically, modernization timelines have been driven by several independent processes; availability schedules, budget cycles, programmatic and planning milestones. The current processes will not support the fleet’s requirements for integrated capability and weapon systems. InformeDB will enable effective planning and execution of current and expeditionary warfare maintenance and modernization to ensure fleet reliability, sustainability and relevance against modern and evolving threats.

Warfighter Value: InformeDB enables multi-program/project data collaboration. Creating a semi-automated exchange of data among data sets within InformeDB breaks down the stove-piped program walls reducing the risk of system of system failure based on the lack of collaborative program management and planning. Enabling collaboration across Fleet, SYSCOMs and PEOs facilitates the intelligent mitigation of risk while providing a digital War Room and reports for information sharing. Finally, InformeDB enables significant cost savings in the development and generation of engineering artifacts currently built by hand.

HOW
Projected Business Model: SimVentions will deliver software of the technologies developed for customer. SimVentions will deliver briefings/presentations on the tools developed, taxonomy schema, roadmaps and reports generated, report templates, as well as a walkthrough of methodologies and demonstration of user navigation. SimVentions will also deliver and provide training materials for all prototype systems developed for customer use, and provide training to customers on how to make use of the new features. SimVentions staff will provide program management, engineering, and training for successful implementation. These functional areas assist in establishing the data taxonomy with attributes, validating the data structure, inputting legacy data, customizing view profiles to display appealing data views that simplify understanding, and performing any required software tailoring. Potential risks are mitigated by constant stakeholder collaboration and via agile software development.

Company Objectives: The upgrades of SimVentions’ InformeDB Enterprise technology will provide capabilities to help understand and assess complex development efforts to identify issues and gaps. The scope of this effort will be focused on improving system engineering and planning capabilities in a complex decision space that includes engineering considerations, time, risks, technical interfaces, and operational needs. One objective will be to allow decision makers the capability to model plans and quickly determine the impact of issues and risks across program lines and plans. Additionally, the improvements in data sharing and data metrics will allow the use of the tool across and between programs.

Potential Commercial Applications: InformeDB is an enterprise solution moving programs from document-centric to data-centric collaboration. InformeDB is deployed on a .com and .mil with a TRL 8 and can be used under mission conditions suitable for DoD and commercial operations.
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